I'm going to make a mini comic with Vern and Lettuce!

1. Design 2 characters using these shapes:

2. Name: ____________________________________________
   Name: ____________________________________________

3. 3 words to describe them:
   ___________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________

4. 1 more thing for the mix:
   ___________________________________________________

5. Give your story a title:
   ___________________________________________________

6. Design a cover - use cool lettering!

7. You have 7 more pages to tell your story...
   GO CRAZY!

8. When you're done, slap it on the copier and make minis for everyone!
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Mini Comic Planning!

Use this page to think about what you might put on your covers + pages!

Sometimes you can wrap a picture around both covers!

Fold in half 3 times, crease folds hard

Open

Cut on fold between 2 middle boxes (use craft knife or scissors)

Fold in half the long way

Hold on sides, push together to make a diamond-shaped space in the middle

Push to middle

Push middle flaps to one side

Fold last flap around so it's a book shape

Tidy up the pages and crease edges
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